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How is wellness related to our brain? 
Can we improve our wellbeing by 
increasing the potential of our internal 
resources? 

Individuals and organizations are 
nowadays facing new challenges. The 
economic crisis, the heptic life paces, 
the daily media blitz, the new media, 
and the fast changes in the social 
systems are causing a strong, 
unprecedented stress load on our 
nervous systems.



Wellness is generally defined as a dynamic process that makes us feel 
more conscious and make sure decisions towards a more balanced, 
healthier lifestyle. This includes the study of new life abilities related to all 
aspects of human life. The wellness dimensions described in the 
S.P.E.C.I.E.S. model include seven fundamental wellness pillars: Social, 
Physical, Emotional, Career, Intellectual, Environmental, and Spiritual. 
Neocogita defines Brain wellness as the set of wellbeing processes 
found in the S.P.E.C.I.E.S. model and that are connected to the human 
nervous system.

Social Brain: our brain’s ability to create and keep social 
relationships with other people (family, friends, peers). 

Brain Biology: the ability to keep our brain in a good physical 
health, without fatigue or physical stress, by adopting healthy 
habits (as regards nutrition, for example), and by avoiding bad 
routines (like smoking, drugs, alcohol).

Emotional Brain: nervous and periferic system-related 
mechanisms that allow us to control our emotional responses by 
accepting our personal value, and creating, recognizing and 
expressing our feelings in a healthy way.

WHAT IS BRAIN 
WELLNESS?
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Brain and Work: our brain’s ability to continuously make and keep 
satisfying decisions, both in work and education situations.

Cognitive Brain: our brain’s ability to use its cognitive resources 
(memory, attention, perception, executional functions) for a better 
comprehension of the universe and ourselves.

Brain and Environment: the process through which our brain interacts 
with the environment, being stimulated and stimulating it in specific 
ways that can contribute to sustain or improve our life quality.

Spiritual Brain: our brain’s ability to be in peace and harmony, 
developing introspective abilities and making our actions combine with 
ethic values.
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Brain wellness can be learned
Recently neuroscience has began to show that the brain is a highly 
plastic organ, that changes – for better or for worse – in response to the 
activities it performs and the simuli it receives. This transformation 
ability regards all wellness-related aspects and it can be experimentaly 
tested  through sophisticaded neuroimaging techniques. Particularly, 
there are two brain transformation mechanisms on which neuroscience 
focuses its research: 
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• Neurogenesis. Recent research shows that 
stem cells in the brain (particularly in the 
hippocampus) can let new neurons grow at 
any age.

• Life-long Plasticity. During the last decade 
scientists have found out that the brain is 
plastic throughout all its life, not only during 
early childhood, as it was falsely postulated 
until recently.

Negative environmental factors (like stress, 
trauma, lack or parentale cares) lead to a decline 
in brain connectivity. Viceversa, a targeted 
training and positive experiences facilitate brain 
plasticity. 

As for physical aspect, if you do not train enough  
you lose some functionality. On the basis of 
modern neuroscience and cognitive psychology 
researches, Neocogita identifies the following 
three axes on which training shold focus in order 
to increase Brain wellness:

(1) Cognitive functionality enhancement. It 
consists in improving basic cognitive abilities 
like memory, perception, speed in motor 
response, and exectuion functions. 

(2) Regulation of emotional response. Emotion 
regulation refers to an individual’s ability to 
understand and accept his/her own 
emotional experience. Training in this sense 
consists in committing in strategies that help 
manage reactions to negative emotion when 
necessary, both personally and in social 
contexts ( increase o f empathy and 
compassion).

(3) Stress management. It consists in the ability 
to learn to tolerate stressful situations for long 
periods of time. The response to stress in the 
short term is physiological, but the ability to 
control it for longer time still maintaining a 
healthy response can be trained by being 
conscious of your own psycho-physiological 
responses, together with developing 
resilience (the ability to get back to an 
equilibrium state though strong negative 
stimuli from the outside) and being able to  
reverse negative situations.

Why Neocogita
Integrated solutions for Brain wellness 
on a neuroscientific base

Neocogita identified three methodologies based 
on a decade of neuroscientific research that can 
make us learn Brain wellness. Neocogita 
provides products and services for these three 
methodologies, asserting that only an integrated 
approach can really give the user the ability to 
harmoniously manage his/her internal resources, 
in order to keep them at their best. These 
methodologies are cognit ive training , 
biofeedback and mindfulness.

Cognitive Training: decades of scientific 
research on the brain and the human cognition 
show that some exercises designed on and  to 
be performed on a computer give the possibility 
to train and sharpen specific cognitive functions 
(focus, working memory, long-term memory, 
perception, reasoning, language, and so on). 
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Neocogita’ Brain wellness platform offers 
targeted, adaptive exercises according to an 
individual’s cognitive abilities. 

Biofeedback: biofeedback devices measure 
some physiological parameters related to mental 
activity (Galvanic Skin Response, breath rhythm, 
heart-rate variability, brain’s electrical activity) 
that can be voluntarily self-controlled through the 
use of an external feedback (an acoustic sign or 
a picture). Measuring these signals provides an 

important, powerful tool for mental training, and it 
can also offer a valid support to cognitive 
training software programs and to mindfulness 
programs. Neocogita integrates mental training 
with the most advanced methodologies through 
specific sessions with our biofeedback experts, 
and thanks to the continuous visualization of 
personal data on Neocogita’s web platform.
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Mindfulness: it is an important methodology in the field of mental 
training and wellness, as shown by centruries of meditative traditions 
and recent neuroscientific experimentations. One of the methods 
consists of an attention training on the present sensorial experience, 
moment by moment, keeping a conscious observation attitude towards 
experiences and thoughts which spontanuously emerge. This and 
other basic forms of mindfulness stongly sharpen attention, at the same 
time reducing stress and increasing efficacy in emotion control and 
self-regulation. Neocogita’s platform provides a technology support to 
mindfulness protocols which are proved to be highly efficient by a 
broad scientific experimentation. 
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Contact us

For further information abour how Neocogita can help people and organization manage their 
own internal resources by improving their Brain wellness, please contact us at 
info@neocogita.com or visit our website www.neocogita.com.

Neocogita’s profile

Neocogita is an Italian startup, in the Trentino Region, whose mission is to spread mental 
training culture and to promote tools based on scientific research, extending to the cognitive 
and emotional sphere what has been happening for physical fitness for decades. Neocogita’s 
team consists of neuroscientists, psychologists, experts in information technology and market 
innovation. Its development team is composed by software developers and web/graphic 
designers, together with consultants and collaborators from academic institutions of education 
and research in the Province of Trento (Italy), such as Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK) and 
the University of Trento.
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